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Photo description: Artist Fong-Chi Lien makes California into an "alien" landscape using infra-red photography in American Colors II, 2017.
Photo description: Actor and activist George Takei, whose career has spanned five decades, is best known for his role as Mr. Sulu in the television series *Star Trek*.

Photo description: Mural by Simon Kono, which will be used as the backdrop for artist Tamiko Thiel’s Augmented Reality piece *Gardens of the Anthropocene*.
Award winning concept artist and illustrator James Ng, known for his series *Imperial Steam and Light*, re-imagines Chinese steampunk in *Imperial Airship* (left). Explaining his artistic process in *My Studio* (right), he says, "Originally intended for my own business card, *My Studio* depicts the artistic process as a dreamlike factory in my head, completed with a train of thought that sometimes just goes around in circles."

*Photo description: Toddlerbot* (left) and *Homeworkbot* (right) by artist Christian Pearce were both illustrated for Ted Chiang’s 2010 book *The Lifecycle of Software Objects.*
Photo description: Co-created and drawn by artist Jonathan Luna, the Image Comics series *Alex + Ada* explores an android’s potential for love – and liberation.